
Simulations of Formation of Molecular Clusters, 2015 Exercise set 1

Return your answers by Monday 14 September, 4 pm, to oona.kupiainen(at)helsinki.�. Re-
member to include both the input �les and Matlab scripts you have prepared in exercises
marked F©, and a separate �le with written answers to the questions marked with Q© and the
commands you use in exercises marked C©. Please name the �les in a clear and informative way:
for instance my �les for exercise 1 could be Clusters_Oona_1a.txt and DeltaG_Oona_1b.txt.
And remember to use comments in your Matlab codes!

1. Birth-death equations for a small one-component system

a) Prepare an input �le for a system consisting of the clusters (H2SO4)1-5. The molar
mass of sulfuric acid is 98.08 g/mol, and its bulk liguid density is 1830 kg/m3.
Assume that the hexamer (H2SO4)6 can be formed and will not evaporate. Use the
name A for the sulfuric acid molecule. F©

b) Prepare an energy �le for this same system at 223 K. The Gibbs free energies of
formation at 1 atm and 223 K are -10.4100661487, -19.7471653665, -30.3401964831
and -40.0956658447 kcal/mol, respectively, for the clusters (H2SO4)2-5. F©

c) Create the birth-death equations for the system speci�ed in a) and b). Allow all
collision and evaporation processes between the monomer, dimer, trimer, tetramer
and pentamer. Don't use any external losses. Give the command (including all
options, �le names etc.) you used for running the Perl script. C©

2. Integrating the birth-death equations

a) Prepare a source-constant-initial �le setting the H2SO4 monomer source rate to 109

cm−3 s−1. F©
b) Prepare a source-constant-initial �le setting the H2SO4 monomer concentration to

a �xed value of 109 cm−3. F©
c) Prepare a source-constant-initial �le setting the initial H2SO4 monomer concentra-

tion to 109 cm−3. F©
d) Prepare a Matlab script that does the following: F©

� runs three simulations using the codes created in exercise 1c: one with each of
the source-constant-initial �les prepared in a)-c)

� plots the obtained concentrations as a function of time

� adds a legend and axis labels to the �gure(s).

e) Describe in a few sentences the time-evolution of the concentrations of monomers
and di�erent sized clusters in each case. Q©

f) What kind of real (atmospheric/experimental/industrial/...) situation would corre-
spond to each of the three cases? You can consider any particle-forming compound,
not necessarily sulfuric acid, and any temperature and (initial/end/average/...)
monomer concentration. Q©

3. How to treat the out-growing clusters

a) Same as 1a), but the clusters are not allowed to grow to larger sizes than the
pentamer. F©

b) Same as 1a), but the clusters growing out of the system form a condensational sink
with the mass and volume of the hexamer. F©

c) Prepare a Matlab script that does the following: F©
� runs the Perl code using the input �les prepared in 1a), 3a) and 3b), and the
energy �le from 1b) (remember to include the command �rehash� after the line
where you run the Perl code)



� runs a simulation with each set of birth-death equations and the source-constant-
initial �le from 2b).

� plots the obtained concentrations as a function of time in the same �gure

� adds a legend and axis labels to the �gure.

d) Describe in a few sentences how and why the time-evolution of the concentrations
di�ers in the three cases. Q©

e) Try di�erent values for the monomer source term. When do the di�erent approaches
give a similar result and when do they give very di�erent results? Why? Q©

f) Why would it be a good idea to treat the out-growing clusters as a coagulation
sink? Why is the simple approach of using a single cluster size for the coagulation
sink not perfect? Q©

4. Forbidding some collisions and evaporations

a) Same as 1c), but forbid all evaporations where neither of the products is a monomer.
What is the physical justi�cation for this assumption (or is it unphysical and if so
why)? C© Q©

b) Same as 1c), but forbid all evaporations. What is the physical justi�cation for this
assumption (or is it unphysical and if so why)? C© Q©

c) Same as 4a), but forbid all collisions where neither of the colliding species is a
monomer. What is the physical justi�cation for this assumption (or is it unphysical
and if so why)? C© Q©

d) Prepare a Matlab script that does the following: F©
� runs a simulation with each set of birth-death equations from 1c) and 4a)-c)
and the source-constant-initial �le from 2b).

� plots the obtained concentrations as a function of time in the same �gure

� adds a legend and axis labels to the �gure.

e) Describe in a few sentences how and why the time-evolution of the concentrations
di�ers in the four cases. Q©

f) Try di�erent values for the monomer source term. Which approaches give similar
results at low/high monomer source rates? Why? Q©

5. External losses

a) Same as 1c), but use an external loss of 10−3 s−1 for the monomer and all clusters.
C©

b) Same as 1c), but use an external loss of 10−2 s−1 for the monomer 10−3 s−1 for all
clusters. C©

c) Same as 1c), but use the wall loss option cloud4 corresponding to the CLOUD
experiment at CERN. C©

d) Same as 1c), but use the wall losses corresponding to a �ow tube with a radius of
5 cm and pressure of 1 atm. C©

e) Prepare a Matlab script that does the following: F©
� runs a simulation with each set of birth-death equations from a)-d) and the
source-constant-initial �le from 2b).

� plots the obtained concentrations as a function of time in the same �gure

� adds a legend and axis labels to the �gure.

f) Describe in a few sentences how and why the time-evolution of the concentrations
di�ers in the four cases. Q©

g) Try di�erent values for the monomer source term. How do the results change?
Why? Q©


